
In December 2010, Basil M. Hantash, MD, PhD, MBA and his partner 
acquired a dermatology practice located 90 miles outside the San 
Fransisco Bay Area. The practice, which operates in a predominantly 
farming community, focuses on medical dermatology and has 
experienced significant growth since their acquisition - expanding from 
a 1,200 sq. ft. office and a staff of two to a 7,400 sq. ft. office and staff of 
28. 

Dr. Hantash credits the practice's patient-centric approach for the rapid 
expansion. "Taking care of patients is our first, second, and third priority," 
explains Hantash.

"The expansion, done purposely and thoughtfully in what 
has traditionally been an undeserved part of the state, has 
worked well for us."

That thoughtful approach to expansion in a rural location has not been 
without hardships. Hiring has generated issues for the practice almost 
from the start. Despite spending time screening and evaluating 
candidates, some new hires had to be terminated and the fallout from 
those terminations has proven detrimental to the practice.

"We have had difficulties ranging from embezzlement to disgruntled 
employees posting negative comments about us on the Internet and 
voicing negative comments to members of our community," continues 
Dr. Hantash, an issue that he believes has throttled the practice's growth 
trajectory.

Armed with business school training, Dr. Hantash and his partner take a 
more business savvy approach to their practice than most doctors and 
quickly recognized that insuring themselves against the risks associated 
with hiring decisions was critical to moving the business forward. 
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"There is a lot of liability built into this profession, and we 
began to investigate options for mitigating those risks."

Dr. Hantash had looked to the traditional carriers and brokers he was already 
working with for help mitigating the risk associated with damaging public 
opinions, but he did not find the coverage he needed. "They said they don't 
write these types of risk as it isn't in the scope of what insurance companies 
are willing to take on," Dr. Hantash said.

It was after colleagues with similar workplace challenges suggested the 
practice form a Private Insurance Company to self-insure against those risks 
that Dr. Hantash's eyes were opened. 

"We wanted a captive to insure our special risks, such as 
damage to our reputation."

After significant independent research, a referral from the Office of the 
International Insurance Commissioner in Puerto Rico led Dr. Hantash to 
Captive Alternatives. "The Office has deep knowledge of several different 
Private Insurance Companies and recommended Captive Alternatives as a 
good fit with my business objectives," Dr. Hantash said.

After considering Captive Alternatives' resources and expertise, Dr. hantash 
concluded that the firm's Protected Cell structure was a unique product in 
the Private Insurance Company marketplace. "Their solution is truly 
seamless," he said. "I believe that when the answer is straightforward, it is 
usually easy to implement."

When the Private Insurance Company was set-up in 2016, it covered Dr. 
Hantash and the practice for billing audits, employee theft, managerial 
liability, reputational harm, technology risk, HIPPA risk, and ransom risk, as 
well as all of the traditional medical related risks of the practice."

"Our Private Insurance Company gives us an additional level of 
comfort in making prompt decisions around employment and 
termination."

Dr. Hantash says that owning a Private Insurance Company hasn't made 
hiring easier but it has given him a new confidence about his hiring process. 
"Now if an employee does something that has a negative impact on our 
practice, we can make the decision quickly to let them go and be protected. 
We have the coverage to make it right," he said.
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